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RaceTrayTM FittingsRTXX-XX-TF-RTXX-XX-PX
Cable Tray / RaceTray / Wall Mounted

12/17 DOCUMENT REF. NO. RTXX-XX-TF-RTXX-XX-PX

RACETRAY TRANSITION FITTING
REDUCER/EXPANDER AND/OR STEP DOWN

Notes:
For connecting wall mounted or center hung RaceTray to wall
mounted or center hung RaceTray of a different height and or width

1.) RaceTray material: 22GA G60 steel.
2.) Connect exisiting RaceTray sections by using 2X couplings  

(2X) RTWX-XX-CP and grounding straps (RT-669-Braid) each  
sold separately.

3.) To install the transition fittings: align tray such that the end 
seam of the wall mounted tray sticks out at least 1-1/4” with no 
obstructions. Install RTXX-XX-TF-RTXX-XX-XX-PX centered about 
the correctly oriented (left or right) seam, be sure fitting strap is 
tight. Install supplied #8-32 Tek screws thru 4X pilot holes into top 
flange of tray.

 Specifying seam clip: as indicated, the orientation is determined 
as follows:  
* For wall mount to wall mount or center hung to center hung 
connection: The larger (wider and/or taller) tray is the focal or 
base tray. So if the connection is made to the left of the larger tray 
(when looking at the front of the tray) use a -LH, if the connection 
is made to the right of the larger tray (when looking at the front of 
the tray) use a -RH connector. 
* For wall mount to center hung connection: the wall mounted tray 
is the focal or base tray regardless of size. So if the connection is 
made to the left of the wall mounted tray (when looking at the front 
of the tray) use a -LH, if the connection is made to the right of the 
wall mounted tray (when looking at the front of the tray) use a -RH.

4.) If connecting wall mounted RaceTray to center hung RaceTray of 
the same height and width use a straight transition fitting,  
part number RTX-XX-STF-XX-PX instead.

5.) Other color & finish options available speak with Monosystems  
to choose.

6.) Views for reference - do not scale.
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4 = 4" WIDE
6 = 6" WIDE
9 = 9" WIDE

12 = 12" WIDE

WIDTH

W = WALLMOUNT
C = CENTERHUNG

TYPE

2 = 2” HIGH
3 = 3” HIGH
4 = 4” HIGH

HEIGHT

W = WALLMOUNT
C = CENTERHUNG

TYPE

2 = 2” HIGH
3 = 3” HIGH
4 = 4” HIGH

HEIGHT

4 = 4” WIDE
6 = 6” WIDE
9 = 9” WIDE
12 = 12” WIDE

WIDTH

W = WHITE
B = BLACK

FW = FAUX WOOD
FS = FAUX STONE

COLOR

ORDERING DATA EXAMPLE:

LH = LEFT
RH = RIGHT
**OMIT FOR
CENTER HUNG
TO CENTER HUNG
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CENTER HUNG

FITTING

WALL MOUNT TO CENTER HUNG
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